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Ballas teletype dzted 12/12/63, at 2:07 PY; ons bee 

P e 23, sct forth information concerning a sinilar “incident; 
probably the basis of GOULD2N‘'s statements but inaccurately’ g ste) 
detailed. For details of this incident, refer to the. ee 

3 ' Page 77 of the 12/11/63 ‘yeport. sets forth - ‘an EPS 

antervicw with Dallas Police Aeoexrtwent_OfF Eicer S-ILBUR | ORY: EA 
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reported incident.” CUTSHaAS: ¢-xeported’ “seeing three~ “Channel 2 
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area shortly before OSiALD wae shot. fe further xeported 3 eos eee 
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~ PIBAOWS and PAUKZRSLEY. TUUZR had, however, helped. these 

two men briefly by helping push and steady their! ‘eguipmen 

when it. -appeared they were “having | ‘trouble with” AE: See 
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